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Team Member Manual :. ” 
Thii team-member manual was developed to provide the 

Quality Improvement (QI) team member with an understanding 
of the Quality Improvement Problem-Solving Process and .its . . . 
relationship to Total Quality Management (TQM). It also 
provides the team member with a Ready Reference &id&o ‘I :,. 
enable effective participation on a QI team. Your grasp of the 
Quality Improvement Process (QIP) and& many applications is’ 
the key to a successful Quality Improvement Team and your 
sersonal development. 

.::: 
i *’ 

:, .“’ 
Contained in this manual are many new ideas that $11 assist ! 
you;in your role as a team member. As a quick reference to the ~ 
tools and techniques, an appendix has been added to provide 
you with a brief description of each tool and technique, and a 
reference page number for’ more in-depth applications. 

.., 

.’ 

:,, /’ 

Good Luck1 

Note: 

T&s manual was developed 1)~ Qualtec Quality Services. As GAO 

&ins more experience, we will mod& the manual to reflect thpse 

experiences and our imzrrased knowledge. 

September1992 ” 
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Pu,rpo+es of the 
Team’Member Manual 

l To ,provide the.team member with an overview 
of Total Quality Management (TQM): 

l To pro@$ the team member with an qder- 
standing 6f the problem-solving process and 
its many applications. 

l To in$od&e th& team metiber to the Quality 
Control (QC) tools which enable the, team to 
speak with facts. 

l To provide a basis for self-improve,Eent and, 
personal growth. 
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UNIT 1 2 

Overview 

This unit will introduce yqu tethe con_cepts, of Total Qualii _. 
Management (TQM). It will enable you to assess how your 
objectives relate to TQM. 

i 

Upon completion of Unit l’yourwill be able to 

1. Label the TQM triangle. ‘, 

2. Identify the four principles of TQM. ,. ‘_: ,, 

3. Apply the principle of Customer Satisfaction.’ 

4. Define the principle of Management by Fact. 

I’ 
i : 

! 5. Identify your customers. 

8 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTM l/15/91 ReprintedwithpermissionfortheU.S. GeneralAccountingOffice 
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UNITI 
:. ‘<. 

: . 
3 

Total Quality Management 

What is Total Quality Management? , ,,,_ 

Total Quality Management, or TQM, is a way of ensuring 
customer satisfaction ,through the involvement of ‘all employees 
in learning how to reliably produce and deliver quality goods and 
services. ‘. i. ‘. i 

‘/ / : 

Total Quality Managdmkt Triarigle 

Customer 
Satisfactioh 

Mqsxgement Respect 
byFact : for People ‘I’ P-D-C-A, 

lM4Q3.1 

Our goal is to improve internal and external customer satisfaction 
through total quality control. TQtvi is how we work toward that 
goal. The three components that make up TQM are Quality 
Teams, Policy Management, and Quality in Daily Work. 

(B 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTM l/k/91 Reprintedwith permissionfortheU.S. Gerwa,lAccountingOffice 



UNIT 1 4 

_.- ,I 

7. Quality Teams provide a structured environment for 
employees to work together toward 

,: ? 
. improving the quality of products and services. 

l developing and feveraging the skills and abilities of 
employees. ‘. ,.‘v ,:, 

l promoting com,munication and teamwork. _,: :“ ,- 
. enhancing the quality of work,,&. .:‘. ;., -‘. 

: 

2. 
.u , . ,  :,i 

‘” 1,: 
’ 

60&v h&agemefii t&bets the achie&ent oi’break:. ‘: 
through by concehtratlng agency efforts and resouic&s 
on a few~~r~@y @ues to ,, ’ 

l increase performance levels. 

. improve com’munication of agency and unit direction. 

. attain broad participation in th,e development and attain- 
ment of long-term goals, mid-term goals, and short-term 
goals. ’ 

,‘4 
.-< 

3. Quality in Daily Work (QIDW) requires’-@e application of 
,’ ’ 

Plan-Do-Check-Act (P;DLC-A)~phllosophy to activltles 
necessar)i to, meet the needs’ and expectations of cus- 
tomers. Th& ‘&o&s are to 

. ,maintain gains achieved through improvement projects. .i: 

. achieve consistency in pperations ‘as well as, results. 
..,.., 

. clarify individual contributions toward achieving customer 
satisfaction. 

. ;  improve daily operations. 

Please note that the scope of this manual is limited to the’first 
component, Quality Teams. 

0 1991, QUALlEC. INC. QTM 1116d91 keprintedwith permiseionforthe U.S. General Accounting Office 



Total Quality Management (TQM’) 

:  ,y 1; <.,;  ; ;  : ;  ; , .  - . :  ‘, 

1. ,Cusfqmer +@$~~$ mea:ns. not only. satisfy& the 
.,,,. needs and reasonable expectations of .&,rstom@rsY d& 

I: having an attitude tha!:p~~,thg,needs.,of the.cutomer j,: .“I.. :, ,?; : .,,i ? : 
first. (A telephone call from someone who uses oneof 
my products - my customer - is not an interruption of my 
work; it Is my work.) 

-.;L’ :, ,.’ , _/ : -:.. s : 

?: Maq?gFmqt,‘by Fact :(loftqI .,<efeqed +? ,as f‘speqking 
wittr facts”) means that not only managers, @‘all 
employees, manage the work they do by collecting 
obje&ve-‘data:-a’iid’making dei;‘isions based on’ this 
information. I. ’ 

;, !‘. 1,’ ! 3; 
3. Respect for people. means that each of us needsto 

listen to and support the capa$y of all other employees 
for, selfTmot/vation .and. creative thought. L Y.., ! 

./ 
4. P-D-C-A (Plan-Do-CfieckYAct) is a \;lork philosophy that 

emphasize&four phases of activity: 
.,.:..i 

. Plan what to do 

. Doit ‘.~: ,,. ,. : ” 

. Check *hat you,did ,*;;, ’ ‘,, ,, 

. Act to prevent error’ or rimprove the process 

. ,  .,’ 

: ; ,  
‘, i , ,  

0 1991, QUALTEC, INC. QTM l/15/91 
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UNIT1 6, 

Customer Satisfaction 
’ : _,I’, 

What is &tom& S&isfaCtidn? -‘I li 

Customer satisfaction is the heart of TQM. We all serve our .., 
external custo’mers, b# most of &&&have internal (next 
process) ‘customers. Everyone w&eiiie is our cust&iier and 
deserves’to’be treated withthe’s&% care as the ul&nate ,,1, i 
c’ustomer. ,:’ . . . ,,: 

,: ‘<:‘, ‘,..:,’ ‘/ : ^ I’: ” ? : .,,..; ,,- I ./. 6, 
How Do We Achieve Customer S&faction? :;* 

.:. . 
1. V+?drvrde up our work process into inputs, activities, and : 

‘., 
outputs. 

2. We identify ‘our next .process ‘customers as those who 
receive our outputs. 

3. We work with our customers to determine what the valid 
requirements are for “our pr.ocess outputs. 

4. On the basis of the’valid-requirements, we develop quality 
indicators through which’ we can monitor our performance ‘in 
an ongoing way. _ 

5. We takecorrective action when necessary to, :satisfy cus- 
tomer needs. ’ 

./ 

When Do We Use Next Process Customer? , ,, 

“Next process customer” should, be th,e motto which guides all, 
, our interactions with other units or areas that we impact within 

the agency; tt can help us get a’new perspective on what we do ‘.. 

and how we do it. 

Why Do We Use Next Process Customer? 

We use next process customer to bring the necessity for quality 
to every aspect of our work, both internally (within GAO) and 
externally. 

Q 1991, QUALTEC, INC. QTM l/15/91 Reprintedwith permissionfortheU.S. General AccountingOffice 
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UNIT 1 

_. ;  ‘“- I  
;  _,’ 

Thti Cu&ner S&tisfatbtion Philosophy 
> y; :.,, ‘,. ‘f *, 

1. ,ye are in qJoqg-ragge relagiqnship wiJh;our 
I customers.. ,. I. : . ,.’ / .,I . 

2. We musthelp our customers identify and satisfy 
,, th+,needq,anCj wants. ,,.. ._., .’ ..“- ,_ I ,. ,i ,i, 

3. We must realize t&t :thqse. needs ,and :yants will 
chancre and evolve. 

‘.!: 
:_- 

i,,; ’ 

(B 1991,QUALTEC. INC. QTh4 l/15/91 .’ Reprinted with permission forthe U.S. General Accouniing Office 



UNIT 1 ,8 

I VAiid, Gquirements 
1 

What are Valid Requirements? 

1. Valid requirements are standards of quality work agreed 
upon by customers and suppliers. Valid requirements must 

. Be current, realistic, and.measurable. 

. Meet customer needs a& reasonable expectations. 

. ” .Meet agency responsibilities’. 

2. Valid requirements are usually simple statements of how a ,, 
prod& should be (indluding measurement) to be useful to 
the customer; for example, a form legibly’filled out and 
submitted with signature within 5 ‘days of completion of the 
job. 5 

:, 

: 

Why are Valid Requirements Useful? 

We use valid requirements to satisfy the needs and reasonable 
expectations of our customers. 

How are Valid Requirements Applied? 

In the ide& case, we open a clear channel of communication and 
negotiate the valid requirements with our customers. We start by 
asking them about their wants and desires; through questioning 
and consensus we narrow the focus to those requirements that 
they need and can reasonably expect. Once established, the 
valid requirements serve as both a goal and a guideline for 
producing quality products. 

When are Valid Requirements Used? 

We can use them to guide us in establishing or improving our 
work processes ‘in general; we also use them in steps 1, 2, and 4 
of the QI Story. 

Q 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTM 1/15/W Reprinted with permissionforthe U.S. General AccountingOffice 



Example of Negotiating Valid Requirements 
In a Win-Win Fashion , 

Your customer ti&ts you to supply a report on the first 
” day of each month, two weeks in advance-of whertyou 
know it is needed. If you comply with your customer’s 
request, th.is “safety cushion,“,as you see it, may cause 
your department undue stress., It .may also result in a 
less-than-q&i@ product. 

As you negotiate the timeframe with yoWcustomer, you 
open communications. You realize your customer:must 
perform several operatibns on the report and distribute 
five copies before the report is analyzed in a department 
staff meeting. Your customer’now understands that you, 
as the supplier, have three other reports due at the same 
time each .month. -Some of the information your cus- 
tomerrequests in thereport is dependent upon the 
completion of the others. t 

Further negot&ions reveal the staff meeting is the 15th 
of the month. Your customer needsthe report four days 
prior to that meeting. You mutually agree upon the 1 Y,th 
day,of the month as the due date. 
, ;” .: ,’ 

The Valid Requirement ‘is that the report get to your 
customer no later than the 77th of each month. 

0 1991, QUALi&C, INC. QTM lll5/91 Reprinted with permissionfortheU.S. General AccountingOffice 
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UNIT 1 ‘: ;,, : ‘IO:’ 
_. 

Checking the Valid Requirements 

.,2. 

j3. 

4. A “want” which meets all five RUMBA criteria is also a valid 

Consider a specific product. Get customer input. When all 
the customer’s”!needs” h.ave been liar&, look-it \over 
together. 

Initf,al!y, the;:wants” (those which enhance the success) .- 
should. be saved unti! the “needs” are,addressed completely. 
Mtiy&, qrse ~9 .t!ys,e.ity,ms., . ._, i ,, ., 

Next, a‘pplythe RUMBA criteria to‘the list of n&d& A need 
which meets ‘all’five iiUMBAizriteria becomes a“‘Valid~ 1 
Requirement.” 

I ‘I ‘r .,., <, .’ 

What is then RUMBA? In this case, ,it is an acronym for five 
criteriathat you can .use to.confirm the.existenceof a valid 
requirement. ,- . >, 

,. 
RUMBA is defined as follow& * , ,, 

Reasonable You or your work group can ,meet the 
requirement (it does not violate. agency 
procedures, job aticountabilities, etc.). 

Understandable The customert verify that you ‘uhder- 
stand what they are r7quirin.g from you : 

I 1: or your work group. ,., 
M6asu~able The s&fi&&njs measura,ble - in 

some way you, can: objective/y determine 
the degree or frequency of meeting the 
requirement. ,’ . , 

Your co-workerswill be agreeable .to 
strive for that level of achievement. 

You can. meet .the requirement. .If not, 
you may need to renegotiate the specifi- 
cations as facts and actual data may 
later dictate. 

requirement. 

Q 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTM l/15/91 ReprintedwithpermieeionfortheU.S. General AccountingOffice 



‘UNITI.. 

To apply RUMBA, simply takeeach of .thei agreed upon 
wants and needs and ask the following: 

Is this 
. ,.\ 

. reasonable? (review definition) Y/N ’ 

. understandable? I‘ 
,, y/y ! 

. measurable? “ 
,,,,.>i ., .,,,Y/N 

l believable? -’ -: ” ” Y/N 

. achievable? 1‘ ‘YIN 
!. 

If all answers are “yes,” then that qne requjrement is valid. 
Any NO answer implies the need for further negotiation until 
it becomes a ‘YES~ans&r. ‘If it cannot become a ‘VES 
answer; then the requirement is not a valid one and should 
not be accepted as such. Again, Win-Win negotiation and 
effective communications are the key. .! 

:  ;  .< .? 1 ‘,. 

‘. 

i 

. ,  - . /  

.  .  
. :  

.  .  

, .  
; -  

i 

-. 
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UNIT 1 12 
~ ., 

:, : Matiagement by Fact 

Management by Fact means managing by using data. In this 
manner, we can make the best possible decisions in delivering 
quality. products and servicesto our customers. .: ‘, 

> 
What 1s ‘Data? : 

1. Webster defines data as “facts or figures from which conclu- 
sions can be drawn; a basis for reasoning, discussion or 
calculation.” ., ._ 

2. Information collected about a product, service, process, 
person, or mac,hine,is ‘&illed data. ’ ” 

3. Data (f&ts). when properly organized .and analyzed, &&de 
useful information and serve as the’basis of decision making 
and a’ction. .: 

4. Data can be subjective (based on- experience, intuition, gut 
feel, opinion, or observation) or objective (based on verifiable 
external events). Data may be represented in either words, 
pictures (graphs), or numbers. 

5. In our search for objective data, numbers become very 
important. There are two broad categories of numerical 
data: attribute and variables. Understanding the categories 
and their differences helps us to use each effectively. 

a. Attribute data describes a particular characteristic being 
measured. These data depend on counting occurrences 
that have certain characteristics, and they represent 
conformity or nonconformity with some quality character- 
istic. Attribute data are based on counts of the number 
of times a particular event is observed (for example, 
classes/categories of products, items, or services; 
number of defects; proportion of nonconforming items). 

)_ 

,’ 
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UNIT 1 
’ i .,, 3: ‘:, .- ‘- ! i .’ 

_“, ..” ,._ . . . r. ., .~ “L.. ..” ,... .II. .1; 

b. Variables (continuous) data is continuous data ttiat 
shows degrees of variation when measuring’a ‘I ’ 
cha,racteristic of a product, serv&e! or process arrd 
computing a’numerical’value’from two,or more 
measurements of d~tiiia~l’ihe’rnes~ui~~eht is actually of 
a quality characteristic such’:as ‘diameter, age,weight,’ 
lifetime .of. a product, or other. values of a variable. 1; ,, I’ r : . ! 

When it is important not ,only to identify-and rdhkitems, 
but ,$y+to pyic@y rqeppd~e distribution (the .; 
distance or interval between ttiem), wemust q$te$ 
“variables data.” If attribute data is’black or white; then 
variables data is concerned with measuring the,shades 
of gray. Not only do we identify our data by tiatbg&G, 

.‘but we meg~ure,.“distanc,~“.~(pgund,s, feet, rate of. ._ -: :: :“ 
disabling ,a&idents, .etc.)..’ I. C.“.,’ ,( 

_ 

: This type of data is us,ually more exp&s& to co&& 
-c (a~e!.a!l,~t,s’iiiid’o~t whether.‘a &&torn& is over or ur$er 

age 5O’is a: lot less trme consuming.than finding the 
actual date of birth and caldulating iigej, but it provides a 
lot more information on. the.subject: .., : *‘, 

:  i / , ,  ; -  ”  .  .  

Graphically, it looks like this: __ 
._ , : : , .:_, 

’ ‘. ,. 
. . 

.: .,,, ‘: :.i ‘ 

Data ;: i\ ,’ 

.Subjective’ .:j’ : . 
Wect!ve ). _ ,, . . . . 

. . . . ,,., 

I 

t 
:\ ). I 

Variables 

l &&3asurement of 
I ‘I 

I 

chara&ristics ,, 
l . :‘, Gounts In r@eg,o+s- 
l Proportions in categories 

l-M-1-13.1 
l Counts‘per,uiiit ,A i, ‘. 

‘, ,  
, .  j 

: . . .  
:  .i 

I :  
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UNIT 1 ‘i 
1’4 ., 

.+. : 1. . 

Why are Data Collected? : 

Data are collectedto i ‘, I., .:. 

. quantify the present situation (baseline) as well, as future 
changes to be able to compare the two. 

. identify improvement ropportunities. ;’ ‘: 
I ::..; . analyze root causes~andselect countermeasures; 

. ..trackaprocess and/era countermeasure: :‘::I :;r,’ ., 

. explain a problem/opportunity $&Ii; to Whers,: ,,:,‘i(’ 
,,; ;.:. ‘-I ,>, 

. enable us to “speai’with fads.” 1 
‘,“, : I’ ., 

.‘. ., ’ ,?i, .,I;. ! .” . 
H&w !fe Data Colle&ed? * ‘: : ;:; j] .iy y,: ; ’ 

i:.:. 
Data are collected through the use of standardized forms called 
Checksheets. They are collected’ with consideration lof 
STRATl~lC~?lON,. the breaking ,down of the total area of 
con%rn into s’maller related fuii&ons or items. Generally, data 
should be &lle,~ed’at’the,smallest grouping:,practical; ihat data 
should include VARl$L,Eq data when availabie., 

When you plan for data,collection; 

. Identify what you want to know. 
, 

l Select the proper data collection technique. .‘I’ 
. Plan how the data,will be processed and analyzed. 

l Collect only needed data; 
.,: 
i ‘: 

. Get the right data for the problem. .: 
1 

. Measure things as accurately as ,possible, given reasonable 
time and cost constraint.- . <’ 

When are’ Da’t~~Cblliic~ed? jj 
..- 

.1 

Data are collected only after planning and only ‘when needed. In 
general, steps L!; 3, and 4 of the QI Storyrequire-attention to 
data gatherkig’to verify problems, causes;and’countermeasures 
through facts. “’ 

\ 

,._ 
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UNIT1 15 

What are Quality Indicators? 
, .; 

Quality indicators are measures of how tit&l we are meeting‘our, 
customers’ needs and reasonable expectations. Put another 
way, they are measurements of the degree and/or frequency of 
conformance’ to valid requirements. Above: 80 percent ‘conform- 
ance, we should focus on non-conformande to aid our improve- 
ment efforts. .‘,. : .: -I 

/ 
Some examples of quality indicators are ” 

. Number of forms submitted late a. ;, 
. Number of days, between DP2 and DP3 , : ,: 

l Number of days to receive travel reimbursement checks 

l ’ Number of typing’errors in first draft of memos 
:. 

Why are Quallty Indicators Useful? 

Quality krdicators help.‘,& measure the gap betweenlwhat is and 
what should be -, present performance versus;customers’ valid 
requirements. They allow.us to meet measurable criteria of va@t 
requirements. 

Hoti are Qu~llty~lndicatck Applied? 
. 

.’ 

They are used to establish the current status (a baseline) and to 
track the number and/or perdentage’of errors, changes, or 
improvements. : 

When are Quality Indicators Used? 

They are used in steps 1, 2, and 5 of the QI Story as we identify 
our theme or problem area. 

(D 1991. QUALTEC, INC. QTM illS/91 Reprinted with permissionforthe U.S. General Accounting Office 



UNIT 1 16 

. 

I ’ Identifying Customers 

A customer is typically thought of as the consumer or end user 
when, in fact, the customer is also ?he next person or groups in 
the work process to receive the output (product or service) and 
modify or act on it. 

.> ” : ;.! I. 
.’ : i / : :: ,,, 

l&temal cust&rrers.are those,,consumers’(end ‘users) whose’l’, 
valid requirementswill b&et by your product’,or service, To.‘, i 
satisfy external customers, you must also meet the valid’ require- 
ments of your internal, customers, those within your organization 
who make enhancements oidd vaiudo the product or’service 
you provide. Immediate supervisors may also be customers, 
although they generally review and support what is being 
produced, in effect portraying the role of co-supplier to the work 
process. Someone downstream in the process actually uses or 
modifies the output of the. process. .That person or group; is the 
next process customer. 

The illustration on page 17 depicts-the external customer (D) as 
the consumer (end.user) of the soda’produ’ct. To meet that 
,customer’s val’id~requirements,~the soda co’mpany,must follow-a 
work process’which includes packhging the product. Worker (A) 
designs and builds cartons to package the soda. His/her down-’ 
stream, next process customer is thefi..bottling department,(B) 
which has the following valid requirements: A carton capable of 
holding 5, p,ounds, in weight, 12, inches tall,, with spaces of :4 x 4 
inches, to hold 24 bottles. The supervisor,‘s (C) role‘is to review 
and support the total process by assisting in provision of appro- 
priate systems and structures to ensure conformity to valid 
requirements. 

0 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTh4 l/15/91 Reprinted with permissionforthe U.S. General Accounting Oftice 
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Downstream Concept of Next Process Customer 

A. Worker C. Supervisor 
B. Bottling department D. External customer 

Q 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTh4 r/15/91 Reprinted with permissionforthe U.S. Genere.lAccountingOffice 



UNIT 1 ., _’ 18 

(PurpoPe( 
[Agenda l 

.  

~. 

: m ,1!5 minutes 

Q 1991, QUALTEC, INC. QTM l/15/91 

Identify customers. 

Identify two principal products, or services 
and record them on the form on page 19. i 

With a.,group, try to identify ‘all customers of 
the products or services. Remember, the 
questions that wil! help you target your j 
customers: ,“, ‘, 
. Who u&es or does something with 

your product or service? 
. Who enhances your product or service? 
. Who pays for your product or service? 

(Consumer) 

Reprinted with permissionfortheU.S. General AccountingOffice 



UNIT1 19 

Product/Customer List 

Prod&t/Serviee All Customers 

,4 
, :  
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How Is P-D-C-A Done? 
I 

You ,begin by.setting goals based on customer 
needs.and planning how to achieve the goals. .’ 

/. ,,. ,. ...’ ., : 
Continue by implementing or trying out what 
you have,planned to see how it works. : ! 

During and after “doing” it, you gather,:a,nd 
analyfe data to find out what happened, what 
worked and what.didn’t (are.you,cloder,to your 
planned goal?).’ 

,, 

O’n’tfie.tiasis of the*anafysi’s of the implementa- 
tion results, act to improve the process; 

n-2-ofi. ' 
‘I 

, ,_.  ,‘,I 

When is P-D-C-A Used? / 

The P-D-C-A cycle.is a.concept that can be applied to any: 
process, from planning your annual vacation or preparing a 
meal, to intricatetechnical work-procedures: It’is a[soYtie 
concept that underlies thexQIStory+ plan for improvement, 
institute improvement, check th;e: results, and act to further 
improve or’standardize: It helps us keep on track aswe solve 
problems and make continuous improvement. 

,. 
~ 

1 
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I Facilitator Role ‘I 

The basic function ‘of the facilitatbris to act& a “change agent? 
to help”m”ahagement adapt to the cuitural change associated 
with TQM and as a consultant to the team leader in thehreas of 
group dynam/cs,and the,QI process tools and techniques. .’ 

The facilitator’s roles include the folIoking: 

. Communicators Keeps all in the area informed of 
activities.. .‘) .,:i‘ ,; ,.. *(ii* ).. :, ,_’ ,” 

: , . _. . -~ybi~];a;~.i x.i f; - @q$orts sube~rvkors, trains tea&~ and 
’ lint&to other debartments.’ i.” 

. Pfornotef - Keeps up to date on ‘Cl”and team, status. 

. Teacher - Instructs in the QI process and tools/ 
techniques : 

l Coach - Serves as a support and resource person to 
managers, supervisors, team leaders and team 
members. i . . 

To help the team’leader, the teamfacilitator may 
.’ 

l Aidthe team leader in prebaring for meetings. 
l Consult on-the use of tools/techniques 1 , 

l Recommend, theuse of staff sljecialists or experts or 
other trainiiig resources. ’ .’ 

l Share the experiences and results of other teams, ” 

l Critique the effectiveness of team meetings with the 
team leader. 

. 
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Manager Role 
. . . 
I ,. 

The manager can assist the team in many ways. Initially, it is 
likely that the facilitator will provide more direct assistance to the 
team, especially with the.problem-solving.process: :Over time, 
however, the supervi,sor should become the coach for the team. 

..,, .,( , t,i-. 
It, is the manager’s job to ; ‘ :I, i : 

,: ” 
. Coordinate Team’Activities 

. 

. 

. 

The manager plays an active role in making sure team 
meetings focus on problems which relate to department 
objectives, that they retain quality leadership and facilitation, 
that members are properly chosen and trained, and that the 
functioning of the team remains at a high level. 

Advise on Opportunitv Selection 

The manager serves as an advisor and consultant to the 
teams, giving them suggestions on possible problems to 
select, how to set time limits, and how to track and measure 
progress towards solutions. This is done without directing 
the team on what they should work on. 

Provide Needed Resources 

The manager supports the functioning of the teams by 
making sure that they have necessary resources, including 
time to meet, a meeting space, and all other materials 
necessary for their smooth operation such as data, work 
schedules; materials, and support of technical resources. 

Coach on Problem Solving 

Perhaps most important, the manager serves teams as a 
coach: acting as a technical problem-solving resource, 
motivating teams to press ahead through tough problems, 
and serving as mentor for team presentations. 
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l Assist in lmolementation of Solutions,, 

The manager responds,promptly’to proposed solutions, 
helps teams through the,difficult;early stages of 
implementation, and supports the lasting benefits of change. 

l Recoanize Team Achievement ,~. :, ,, ii 

Praise, support, feedback,“and ,continued. direction to teams 
are constant duties of the manager to reinforce quality : 
achievement and keep efforts alive. Recognition is both 
format and informal 

(D 1991, QUAllEC, INC. QTM l/15/91 
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UNIT 2 

Types:of:Teams 

Quality Teams are the basic building blocks of TQM. There are ,: 
four major types of teams besides the GAO-wide Quality $1 
Council: 

;, Functional Team (voluntary) i; ,,,. ,,, ;, 
..’ 

,s”,; 1,; 

.:. Team members are from a singi~ fun~ti$nai’~r~.a, which may be r 
:, a natural woik+@t. Membershif$is voluntary and theteam is 

ongoing. The ideal,t,eam size is 6 - 8 members. 
!;, 

Cross-Functional T&in (voluntary) 

‘;Team members are from more than one functional area and !; 
“meet to work on improvement optortunities that cut across ” 
: ‘functional lines. Like the Functional Team members are 
,voluntary and the team is ongoing. 

i )Tirsk Team (assigned) 
;x . 

jTask Team members are also from one or more functional ‘, 
‘areas. The team is formed to solve a specific problem or group 
of problems and then disband. Members are assigned to a task; 

’ team based on background and experience with the.problem(s) 
“‘being examined. The members and thetask are typically : 

assigned by management, (Unit~~ual~~‘~FoUnc/l): ’ ,.i di, _,I 

“‘Unit Quality Councl! (Lead Team) 
&. ill 

l Region/Unit Quality Cdhcil 

Led by a dir3e$or, thistt,am.functio,ns as, a Steering 
Committee:+set$ng ‘pplicy, .g$delines,, handling overall “I 
logistics, communication, etc. for teams operating under it. : : 

;., ‘, 

15 

:. 

.,‘,I 

,’ 

:. 

;I 

l Issue Area Quality .Councll’ 

Issue Area Cou,ncils, composed of an issue areal manager 
: and staff, provide the same kind of coordinating/policy role at 

,’ the issue area that Unit Quality Councils do overall. i 
I ‘, 
:, : 
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UNIT3 2 

Oveiview 

This unit will introduce you to the QI Story and the seven step 
method of problem solving. 

, .I.. 
.Learning Objectives 

,’ 

Upon complet/on of Unit 3, you, will be able to 

1. 

2. 

Identify the seven steps of the problem-solving process. 

Recognize the various tools and techniques which are used 
to support the problem-solving process. 

3. 

4. 

Explain the significance of the QI Story as a standard way 
for the team to communicate its progress, to support the 
management presentation, and to reinforce the use of 
statistical techniques. 

Recognize the seven Quality Control (QC) tools and name 
the three QC tools which are most likely to be used in the 
problem-solving process. 

: 
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What is the QI Story? 

The Quality Improvement problem-solving process is a 
systematic, data-based approach to problem solving. The QI 
Story is a structure to help illustrate the steps to be taken by a 
team in the improvement process. It provides a standard way of 
communicating team progress. The vehicle used to document 
this process is known as a “story board,” which is essentially a 
structure allowing a team to display its work in a standardized 
fashion. (The QI Story is illustrated on page 4.) 

Why is the QI Story Useful? 

l It helps the team to organize, collect, and analyze 
information and to monitor how they are doing. 

l It encourages the team to obtain” and communicate 
information to non-team members: 

How is the QI Story Used? 

The QI Story is a guide as we go through the problem-solving 
process; it serves as a guide for planning, doing, and checking. 
If we follow it step by step, it provides both the team and others 
with a clear picture of the logical process used for improvement, 

When is the QI Story Used? 

We use it at every stage of the team’s activity and every step of 
the improvement process. 
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UNIT 3 5 
. I  

, , . , .  

1 , Team Information 

The first block of the QI Storyis designed to provide a place for 
.the team to “introduce” themselves to whomever.,may b.e looking 
at their story board. The following suggestions are-provided for , 
completing the, block: 

~* 
‘0 Show team names members’ pictures and names if desired.. 

l Post Team Project Planning ~Worksheet. * ,, ’ 

l .’ Display team meeting minutes. 
.’ 

.‘,~ 8, 
l Solicit comments using self-stick notes., ’ 

F Recognize individuals’who provide support to team. 
. 
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“‘I’ :. ,: 
Wtw$ Is the Projmt Plann!ng Worksheet? : ,,: . L :. *..t: : 

Worksheet 
F .“.,_I ;I. ,. 

The Team Project Planning isa-form used. by teams 
to record their meetings, set goalsfor their activities and track ” i 
their progress. An example is provided on the following page; - L. 1 ~. .., -. 

., ., I, . . . . . 6 ,). ^ .,. : 
Why is the Project Plantiing Worksheet Uskful? ‘. 

,, -I :a. ;,v. :‘.; 
The team can see the number of meetings’they’ve had and ” -z 
assess progress in meeting the projedtQd’~~~~~ts’and goals for 
each step of the QI Story. 

, 

How Is the Project Planni,ng;Wdrksheet Done? -:, ” -. : ” , 
) , ._,  _, 

Ideally, .a facilitator should attend ,all’team me&in& and! review 
’ 

the w.orksheet with the team. Then, basedion team and facilita;: 
tor experience, projected completion dates: should be set for -: 
each step of the process. As each step .iS completed, the .’ , 
“actual” date should be entered.. ,. ‘. ,I _, . i ‘_ ‘-i j >,: j 

,! ,: < 
When is the Project Planning’Wqrkshe& Us&d? ‘, 

. 
Each new team, and any team beginning a new,theme, should 
completethe worksheet. ‘..- -1 ,. : 

!  

.‘. 

:  
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._ 

Team Project Planning Worksheet 
am I ’ 
*m I 
unwofkLocatial ( 
mName 1 
aflon 1 MoNr. ( )thrwgh MoNr. ( ) ToIalMOntb ( ) 

.: ,, I. I Team Informlion 

Uote: Place an asterisk (*) afkr the presentation date. TM-3.07 
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Step One: Reason for lmpriwement 

Objective 

Identify a theme (problem area) and the reason for working on it. 

Key Activities i. 

l Research for themes: ’ 

- Survey internal/etiemal customers. ‘* 

- Identify what the team already knows (Brainstorm). 
- Review unit indicators. ’ 

- Interview individuals from the work area. 

l Consider customer needs to help select the theme. 
l Set indicator to track the theme. 
. Determine how much improvement is needed, using data. 

l Show impact of the theme. 

l Schedule the QI Story activities. 
l Describe the procedure used in the problem area. 

Helpful Tools/Techniques 

l Graph 
l Control Chart 
l Process Flowchart 
l Control System 

Examples: Graph. 

Good 

I-- t T&et 
------ 

Flowchart 
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_ 

step Tw.0: Current ,Situation 
1 . 

Objective 

Select a problem and set a target for improvement. 

Activities 

l Collect data on all aspects of the tiieme. 
l Stratify the theme from various viewpoints. 
l Seject a problem,from the stratifi@ion,of the thepe. 
l Identify the customer’s valid requirements. 

l Write a clear problem statement. 
. Use the data to establish the i&g& 

HelpfulTooldTechqiQues 

l Chedksheet 
l Histogram 
l Pareto Chart 
l Control Chait’ 
9 Graph 

Examples: 

Pareto. Chart Graph 
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:~. 
Objective 

Identify and verify the root causes of the problem. ‘I I 
,’ 

Key Activities 

l Perform cause and effect anatys,is on the problem! ;‘i, 
l Continue analysis to the’tevel of actionable root caubes. ; ‘.. 

’ l Select the root causes with probable greatest .impa& 
l Verify the selected root causes with data. ’ 

Helpful Tools/Techniques ’ .‘. 
,‘. 

l Cause and Effect Analysis : 
- lshikawa (Fishbone) Diagram 

l Checksheet 
l Pareto Chart 

’ 

l Histogram 
l Graph 
l Scatter Diagram 

_, 

. . 

Examples: 

lshlkawa Pareto 
(Fishbone) Diagram ) chsrt 

Scatter 
Diagram . 

.  l 

. l . 
l l . :  

.  .  .  I;=r, .  

.  l 

:  : .  l 

l .  0. 
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Step Four: Countermeaqures 

Objective 

Plan and implement countermeasures that will correct the root 
causes of the problem. 

Key Activities 

l Develop and’evaluate pot&al countermeasures’which 
- Attack verified root causes. ’ ‘I 

- Meet cr.istomei’s’valid reijtiiremen’ts. 
- Prove to be cost beneficial!,- I f; : ‘,’ 

l Develop an Action Plan that ‘. 
- Answers who, what, when, where, and how. 
- Reflects the forces needed for sticcess. 

-,. 
l Obtain cooperation and approvals. 

l Implement countermeasures. 

Helpful Tools/Techniques 

l Cost Estimation 
l Countermeasures Matrix 
. Force Field Analysis 
l Action Plan 

: 

; ~ 
,. i 

! 
Examples:. 

Countermeasures 
Matrix 

. ,  ’ ”  

Action Plan 

I& 
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Objective 

Confirm that the p&i& and”its’root causeshave been 
decreased and the target for improvement has been met.. . 

. ,:’ 

Key Activities , .' : : ,': .' , 

l Confirm the effects of the 6~ui;~rmr;-Elsures,l’chBckins tosee. 
if the root causes have been reduced. ’ 

,,,1 
::\ 

, .:2 
i -. f,, .; i:: 

l Compare the problem before and after u.&g the same ‘, .: 2,: 
indicator. 

+’ 

l Compare.the resuk obtained to the target; ‘. !. p 

l Implement additional countermeasures, if results are not 
satisfactory. 

i, 

HelpfulTooWTechniques 

l Histogram 
l Pareto Chart 
l Control Chart 
l Graph 

Examples: 
Pareto Chart Graph 
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Objective 

Prevent the problem and its root causes fro,m recurrfng,. ,, ‘I .,i, ‘./ ,’ 

Key Activitied ‘,--I :, 

l Assure-that countermeasures become part of daily work. 

-~, ~,pz4fi@vise the wo$ pyss. / , ., ,, : j 1 ) ,_ 
-. Create/revise standards. ” ‘“-. : .:, .: .“, ,,, . : ‘: ., 

l Train employees on the revised process and/or stan,dards 
and explaih the’need or purpose, I L 

l Establish periodic checks with assigned- responsibilities to 
monitor countermeasures; 

l Consider areas’for replication. ‘. 

Helpful Tools/Techniques 

l Control System 
l Control Chart 
l Graph 
. Procedures 
l . Training 

,, : 

: 

Examples: ,. 

Control.System 

.‘\:: 

Control Chart 
* 

/. 

i 
,j., 

,/ ’ 
.,,, 
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Step Seven: Future Plans 

Objective 

Plan what to do about any remaining problems and evaluate the 
team’s effectiveness. 

Key Activities”, , 
7.: 

.< ’ . 
l Analyie and evaluate,any remaining problems. ‘.’ ’ “‘-’ 

i Plan further actions if necessary. 

l Review lessons learned related to probiem-solving skills, ’ 
group dynami.cs, and. team effectiveness. 

- What ‘was done well? 

- What could be improved? 

- What could be done.differently? /, 

HelpfulTooWT~~hniques 
.,: ‘\ 

l Action Plan 
. P-D-C-A ‘, .“‘. ., 

Examples: _ 

Action PIan Plan-Do-Check-Act 
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.’ The Seven QC Tools 

A vital part of the QI Story is the utilization of statistical quality 
control tools. 

What are the Seven Basic QC ?dols? 

The seven basic QC (Quality Control) tools are common analyti-, j 
cal methods used to solve problems. They are Checksheet, 
Graph, Pareto Chart, Cause-and-effect (lshikawa or .Fishbone) 
Diagram, Histogram, Scatter Diagram, and Control Chart. 

., .‘. :> 
Why are the Seven Baslc,.QC Tools Useful? ,, j _ ‘_ :, 

The major use of QC tools is to provide objectivity’and clarity in 
the way we do our work. They help separate opinions from data- 
based logic, thereby allowing us to “speak with facts.” 

How are the Seven Basic QC Tools U&d? - 

QC tools can be used by everyone. We are “speaking’ with 
facts” when 
. we know what the work process involves: its inputs, activi- 

ties, and outputs. 
. we track the facts about this process and keep records 

which can be compared to discover how well we are doing 
and/or where we need to change or improve. 

. we gradually learn ways of analyzing what the data can tell 
us (simple statistical analysis techniques). 

When are. the keven Basic QC Tools Used? 

They can be used by individuals or teams to examine and 
improve both work process and outcomes. Use of QC tools is 
particularly necessary for Quality Teams since they provide a 
common means of communication and decision making. 
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT $TORY 

Checksheet 
\ 
Ishlkaw,Dlagram 

I Histogram 

h 

scatter Diagram Control Chart 

: 

Seven Bask Tools 

Eighty percent of all problems can be solved using just three of 
these seven basic QC tools: Checksheet, Pareto Chart, and 
Cause-and-Effect (Ishikawa or Fishbone) Diagram. 

Ninety-five percent of all problems can be solved using the 
seven basic QC tools. a 

, 

I 

I 
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UNIT 3 : ,1.7 
, 

The QI Stow video summarizes the Aeven’steps and the tools 
and techniques that support the steps. It provides a..walkthrough 
of a completed QI Stor$ 

I\ 
_. 

: 
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UNIT 4 2 

Overview 

.’ 

This unit provides guidance to the team in “getting started.” The 
tools/techniques of Brainstorming, Multivoting, and the Theme 
Selection Matrix, along with the Checksheet, .provide. team 
members with an understanding of how to proceed with the first 
step of their QI Story. :.‘. 

Leahng Objectives 

Upon Completion of Unit 4, you will be able to 

1. Explain how to get started, as a team, in selecting an im- 

2. Identify the techniques of Brainstorming and Multivoting. 

provement opportunity. 

3. Use the Theme Selection Matrix. 

3. Use the QC tool, “Checksheet.” 
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Theme Selection Matrix 
‘., ‘: I..,( ,’ . 

What is the, Them; ~ei~dti&Matrix? . ., 

The Theme’Sklection fJatrix:is’,a tool which: helps the team” 
‘quickly setect a theme on which to begin gatheiin.g,.da{.a. Using i 
its judgment, the;te@m should sel,ect a theme which shows the ‘- 
need for improvement. The.Theme.Sdlection Matrix is shown ori 
the following page. 

“Z, /. .,.. .a_ ., . 
Why Is the Theme Selection M&lx Useful? : ! 

The matrix allows the team to rank itsthemes by considering the 
impact on the.customer andthe need to improve. Th& the 
team Is able to focus Its energies on improvements ‘which 
are customer oriented, The matrix also helps’the team achieve 
ownership and clarity in the selection of its theme. 

:When is the Thtime Selection Matrix Used? ” 
, 

The matrix is used after the team has reduced its list of themes 
to three to five items through Multivoting. The list is then placed 
onto-the matrix and the team works to complete the remaining 
categories. 
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Themes 

Theme $election Matrix 

Impact on Customer x. .‘ Need to Improve ,. 
-- 

= : ~,jXferall 
c . . ‘ 

Themes: Impact on Customer: Need_ to improve: Overall: 
The 4 or 5 remaining A rating based on the team’s A rating based on tlie team’s The product of Impact on. 
after the team has present knowledge and present knowledge and -_ Customers 3 Need to : 
multivoted. judgment of the direct effect judgment of the cMeren.ce .: ImproveL~Tlie theme 

this theme has on customer. ., -between the present perform- receiving.th,e highest rank- 
Teams should con- 
sider only those 

satisfaction. (How severe is , 
each occurrence?) 

ance and that+ne&ted te meet ing-should be investigated 
the customer’s valid ,: - setting an indicator and. 

themes within their 
responsibility and 

requirements. (How.. 
,, 

actuauy measuring the 
Higher ratings are given to frequently’does it occur?) : present Ieve! and comparing 

control. themes which have a more 
direct effect on customers. ‘Higher ratings am given-b ‘y 

it to the valid requirements. 
if there is’ a difference, then 

themes with greater need to. the team should proceed.. lf 
improve. not, k.should’inve&igate the 

next theme. i 

Scale: 1 None 2 Somewhat 3 Moderate i v&y .5 Ex&&e TM4oa 



What is a Checksheet? 1” 

A Checksheet is a form on which data collected systematically. 
can be recorded in uniform manner. ,;,-, 

:’ , :.: ’ : 
“’ 1,’ ,_ ” 

: ,. *, 

Why is a Checksheet Useful? 

A Checksheet enables us to gather a variety of.data ina. ,’ : 
systematic fashion. If the. categories:,are cqmplete,_es~e.cj?lly tf.., 
they [nclude the’s.ource! this’tool can grve ui’a:clear7and 
objecti,ve picture’of the facts; :, ‘. ,, ‘_,.’ ‘. 

i ,’ :. 

Wtiat’Does a i=‘iibcdheet Lodk’bke? ’ :’ . . . _ : 
An example of a simple Checksheet is shown on page: 10. Other 
more complex Checksheets with which we are familiar include 
expense account forms, multiple entry ledgers, and payroll check 

,attachments. 
c 

. 
‘%, ” .’ ,,. : 1, 

1. Lay out’the categories of informatioh and data we wish to 
aather about the items on the checklist onto a standardized form ’ 
& ‘grid. : .,’ : 

.a. 

2. Determine th,e categories by asking.such fact-finding’ 
questions as : ‘I 

:: ,. 
l What (what happens)?, ’ >’ 

.* Who (who does it, who receives it, who is responsible)? 

l Where (what place; what ,part, what section)? . 
I 

l When (what time of day, month,“‘how often)? 

l How’(how does it happen, how much, how long, etc.)? 

To obtain categories for the Checksheet, uie atl the journalistic 
questions except “why ?’ ‘Asking “why?” will ‘mislead-us’into a 
search for causes when we are stilltrying to determine’whether a 
problem exists and, if so, what it looks like. 
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. 

Design the Checksheet to facilitate the collection of as many 
diierent kinds of data as would be useful. The team can brain- 
storm items and then refine the list through Multivoting. It is also 
helpful to gather a little data prior to setting up your Checksheet. 
You may identify the categories from this smaller sample. 

3. Ctearly indtcate on the checksheet who q$ected the. data and 
where, when, and how it was collected.. In a sample, the total 
population from which the data was-gathered should also be 
indicated. :_ 

When is a Checksheet Used? / ’ 

The Checksheet is used’whenever the team needs t.o &&A” 
data to help id&$ and &ran& problems and improvement ” 
opportunities (themes), especially in steps’ 1, 2, 3, and 4’ of the.QI 
Story. The use of both checklists and Checksheets will minimize 
the risk of errors and facilitate the organized collection and 
analysis of data. 

<~ : 

I. !, ,,. 
Plant Site -qwm 

Packaging Line Interruptions, 1990 I_ 
% 
WlW- 

III 

- 

rl 
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: :I, The Focus for Getting,Started 

Activities 

Selection CT .. ‘(’ 0f.a 
.I . . 

. . Tl+ls ,- . “, .;, 1;. 
TM411 

,’ 

.+. -  , .  . ,  
! . , A  
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UNIT 5 * 
‘2 

Overview 

Unit 5 will introduce you to the Pareto Chart and Problem 
Statkments. 

,I 

Learn.ing Objectives 

Upon completiop of Unit 5 you will be able to 

1. Explain the Pareto Chart. 

2. Constructa Pareto Chart. 

3. Identifv the criteria for eti’aluating the team’s problem 
Staten&t. 

Q 1991, QUALlEC. INC. QTM t/15/91 ReprimtedwithpermissionfortheUS. GeneraMccountingOffice 
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i 

What is a Pareto Chart? 

. Pareto analysis is a way of organizing data to show what 
major factor(s) make up the subject being analyzed. It is a 
search for significance. 

l A Pareto Chart is a.type of chart in which the bars are 
arranged, in descending order, from the left. 

l The basis for Pareto analysis is the “80-20” rule: 80,percent 
of the problems result from.20 percent of the causes. 

Why is a Pareto Chart Useful? ’ ’ 

Arranging data on a Pareto Chart helps to highlight “the vital few”’ 
in contrast to “the trivial many.” Selecting categories, tabulating 
data, ordering data, and constructing the Pareto Chart can 
enhance communication among team members and with 
management. It allows the team to select the component of the 
problem which will produce the greatest results. This component 
is then taken forward to the Analysis step of the QI Story. 

Pareto Chart of Fish Stories 
Why the Big One Got Away’ 

0 Une Bait Line Wiggled Other 

.loo% 

. 75% 

' 50% 

#25% 

' 0 

Broke Lost ‘Snag otr 
’ Excuses (whv the Big One Got Away] TMbo3 

. . 
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How is a Pareto Chart Cons!ructed? 

3. Sort Data 
,I 

4. X’ I Make 
Pareto Chart 

I 

inOneor1 
\ Catem 

6. 

n.248 

1. Identify what data-are to be analyzed, such as defects. 

2. Select the categories to be used (defectsby shift, tocation,, 
type), and sort the data into the categories; for instance, how 
many defects related to shift, location, ,an,d type.,. 

3. If possible, further stratify the data;‘for instance, “shift” may 
be broken down into “day;” “night,“‘and “graveyard.” . 

4. ’ Make a graph with the bars ordered in de&sin~g frequency 
from the left. 

>I ._ ‘.,, 
- 

Verify: 
. Bars touching ~ 
. Left axis for actual data , 
. Right axis for percent of total ‘, 
. Cumulative line from zero 
. Second stage Pareto, if applicable 
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UNIT 5 ‘5 

5. Check your graph for the Pareto pattern; a “flat” Pareto - 
categories with similar percentages -’ indicates the need for 
different &ratification of the data.. j 

6. Be careful not to mix dissimilar categories of problems on 
Pareto Charts. ,To illustrate this danger, look at the Pareto 
Chart below. Consider the three catsgories. ,J 

k: “’ 
Pareto Analysls 

73 00% 

C 
0 
S 
1 

0’ 
’ Inventory Defects Sales 

(4 (B) ‘-: (C) TL-231 
,. 

The catedories ark of three different types. 

Ai Inventory is a r&ihWon pr’dbiem. We cannot do, 
tiithout inventory, bit’we would like tb’ r&duce the 
unnecesstijc fz&ion’ ‘of-.it. Catego& A can bk‘iubdivided 
into. necessa,y: ,and unnecessary .inventory. 
Unntq@qry /nvqtoryis a zero-base problem. It can 
then be cdmpared to Category B. 
,, , ,I.’ 

B. Defects is a zero-base problem; the ideal situation’ is 
to reduce it to zero (no defects). 

C. Sales is an increase problem; we want to know how to 
increase sales, not reduce them to zero. We should 
project how much of a product is possible to produce, 
then try to increase it to that amount., 
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UNIT5 .- 
.’ . (  

, ,  , ,  

6, 

Here are further examples Of the three types of problems: 

P 
Reduction Problem not zero, even idea//y 

” / ), :, (BFqm~pies: .invkmfory,. 
staffihg, costs) 

Problems 

Increase Problem nobero, even ideally 
4 (examples: service 

.,’ : i ,I, ,’ reliability, KWH usage, 
sale of pther products) : .‘,., I 

When is‘ltkked? 

Zero Problem 4deallyzero -:> 
(examples: defects, 

b,” .’ ‘, /< 

,: - trouble calls, errors, etc.) 

I 

Pareto analysis can be used to. idqtify majpr factors in a subject 
being analyzed and to heip’$6ritk and select counter- 
measures., Tit is a usefui,way,of,identifying problems in Current 
Situation step. it can also be useful in the Analysis and Results 
steps. 

,. I 
i 
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. 

Exercise: Pareto Charting 

To construct a Pareto Chart. 

:. 

‘Using the information on page 8: _’ 

l Team .l, will construct a Pareto Chart for the ’ 
type of defect. 

l Team 2 will construct a Pareto Chart for the 
six different days of defects (without regard 
to individual defects). ..’ 

. Team 3 will construct a Pareto Chart fcr the 
three different plants in which equipment 
failure occurs (without regard to individual :’ 
defects). 

.  All teams will: a&we6 ,’ :/ , 

,’ 

,,, 
What do you suggest for,further investigation?: 

;‘_’ ‘:.” ,. : .‘:, ’ 

_: 
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.’ 
Exe&se liikwmatibn 

’ j 
A Bowling Ball Company has been experiencing problems, with 
its bowling balls. The company decided to do an analysis, on the 
types of defects they were experiencing. Five defects were 
noted as occurring at least on,ce,X, :.. : 

A form was tionstructed to record e&h.defect by%plant&d,by 
day. The five defects and the i;ompany’s costs to correct each 
occurrence were as follows (with corresponding symbols to be 
used on the form for an ,occurrence): I+‘. 

x- I” cracked ” $40 
‘!. i - 

0 - scratched,. $1 ‘,, “, 

c - chipped. $8 

# - burred ‘$3 ’ 

* - off-color $.15 , 

Each occurrence of all defects created the same“amount of 
inconvenience to each customer (about 3 hours). The results of 
recording the’defects over a period of time gave the following 
data: .  ”  

MOli. 

00x 

co 

Wed.. alant Thu. Fri; 
0 0. 
o* * 0 ‘c 

Sat. 
oc* 

,o # 0 
0 

Tue. 
c 0 0 

0 #* 

X. 

A 
00x 

coo 

c# 

o#* 
CO 

0 o# 
# 0 

o#x 
0 

c#* 
#oo 
0 

ooc 

x00 

0 # *. 
*oo B 

oo# 
#oc 
0 

0 *o 

# oc 

000 
#oc 
o* 

o#o 
* 

oc# 
#oo C 
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UNIT!! 9 

Problem Statements 
,; :, .;. j:.,: 

A good Problem Statement describes in specific, concrete terms 
what the data has reveafed. It describes the present undesirable 
situation while avoiding “hidden” solutions: ., I,. :.. 

Criteria for a Good Problem StEit&meiit: ’ ” 5 

. It states,the,effect. It states “what” is wrong, not why it’is 
wrong. Avoid “lack of: ,statements. These alwaysimply ! 

: sol,uti,ons.,.. z :,, / 
l It focuses on the gap between what is and what should 

be. The gap may be a change or deviation from the norm, 
standard or the customer’s expectation. ” 

. It is measurable. It says how often, how much;when. 

l It is specific. It avoids broad andambiguous categories like’ 
“morale,” “productivity,” ” communfcation,” a,nd “training.” 

. It is a statement. Do not phase problems as questions. 
This may tend to imply that the answer to the question is the 
solution. Your statement should not imply a solution or 
blame. 

. It focuses oy the pain. The Problem Statement highlights 
“how” people are affected, the areas of discomfort, hurt or 
annoyance. 

Remember that writing problem statements will sometimes be 
difficult since the problems often seem “obvious.” The Problem 
Statement summarizes steps 1 and 2 of the QI Story. The 
Problem Statement is the effector head of the lshikawa (Fish- 
bone) Diagram, which will be discussed in Unit 6. 
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Samples of Problem Statements: 

1. Simple, basic statements that an individual might use: : 
. My program won’t run. (Who,, What) 

. My car:,won’t start. (Who, What) ’ .: 

. My checkbook didn’t balance two of thelast thri: 
months. (Who, What) . . ,. .* ,,‘. 

Examples of Who, What, ,When and Wherestatements 
teams might use: !; ” 

“( 

l This customer has been bitted incorrectty,jor 3 months. 

l There is an average of 3 typing errors per page o”n the 
Quarterly Report. . 

.’ ,‘, 

2. 

. Accounts Payable missed its deadline 30 percent of the 
time in the first half of ‘90. 

. In August, the Time-Sharing system< was down 16 hours 
-more than the monthly average of 26 hours. 

. Data Entry overtime cost is 20 percent over, budget. 
; ,: 

l The Computer Center missed its customer bill schedule 
9 times in May. 

,, Factors to Consider: ._ 
’ 1. Problem statements should represent the effect of some 

problem, focus on the gap between “What is happening” and 
“What should be happening,” have no implied solutions, 
focus on “the pain,” and be measurable. 

2. They do not include any ‘Why,” “Lack of,” “Due to” elements. 
However, some might be more specific. 

3. After this the team can begin analyzing “What could CAUSE 
the,problem?” 

I 

I 
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UNIT 5 -11.’ .., 

The Problem Statement Matrix 
The Problem Statement Matrix shown below can be used to 
evaluate problem statements. This matrix should be used after 
the team h& ‘c&eloped its Problem Statement. 

Problem statements, do. not need to meet all six categories. But, 
&viously, the more categories each potential Problem State- 
ment meets, the clearer it is likely to be. 
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UNIT 6 ’ 2 

Overview 

Cause and Effect Analysis can be done by using different toois. 
This unit wilt introduce you to the Ishikawa, or “Fishbone” 
Diagram, which is the tool most commonly used. 

Lea,rning Objectives ,,., ” 

Upon completion of Unit 6 you wili be abldto 
i; 

1. Recognize the lshikawa Diagram. 

2. Construct an lshikawa Diagram. 

3. Effectively use the Countermeasures Matrix. 

4. Understand the need for Force Field Analysis and Action 
Plans. 
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UNIT 6 .3 

lshikaya (FisQbone) 

What Is the lshlkawa Diagram? 
% ‘- 

1. The main ,purpose of Cause ‘and ‘Effect Analysis is to help 
the team solve problems by the’ideniification of a r?ot &use 
so that corrective action can be taken. ‘. ‘l 

2. &wse.&d %t$ Dizigrhis a $&ure comp&d%f !i$es ‘~ 
and words designed tb repies&t’a meaningful ~e~%oii$ip 
between an effect and its causes. The specific t&i th& we 
will focus on iscalled the Fishbone or Ish’ikawa Diagram. 

, 

Why is thelshikawa Diagram Useful? 

This tool helps teams reach a common understanding of 
problems and exposes gaps in existing knowledge. 
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^- 

How is the lshikawa Diagram Constructed? 

1. Draw, the Fishbone Diagram. Startat the right, building the. 
major categories (bonesj toward the left. 

2. Wriie the problem statement iri’fhe head (box)’ of the Fish- 
bone. (Only the portion concerning the efiectof the problem 
statement is necessary. This was,identified in Step 2 
through stratification.) ‘.,, 

3. Determine-the major categories of. the Fishbone whichrelate 
to the effect. There are four ways to determine these 
categories: .,:, ’ I ..:., 1 : 
a; First;‘you can review the “generic’! categories of 

People 
Methods 
Machine 

) 2: 

Material ,’ ,/..,I 
Environment 

Match them, if possible, with major contributors to the 
problem. For ,example, a team of delivery drivers is 
working on a problem that pertains to their functional 
area: 

“Generic” Cateaories“ 
/ 

f&or Contributors 

People Drivers 
Methods ’ Delivery Process 
Machine Truck 
Material Shipments 
Environment Delivery Route , 

This functional team used drivers, delivery process, 
truck shipments, and delivery route as the major bones 
of their Fishbone. 

b. Second, if you are working with a process, you can 
break the process down i,nto its major activities by. . 
creating a flowchart. Then assign each activity as a 
major bone. (See Fishbone on page 6). 
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c. I Third, the team can brainstorm possible.causes of the 
problem. When brainstorming,‘k isoften helpful to 
review at least .one instance of the problem .you will 
analyze in detail. Be sure you understand how. it oc- 
curred and what the situation was when it occurred. 

After the list is generated, s.egment the ideas into major 
categories. Name the categories and use them as major 
bones: For example; Cperators,‘Animals, and Alarm 
Systems. .. ‘. ,*: ‘- 

. 
d. :Founh, a, Pareto.Chart can be’used to break”down the 

effect into component parts, fi the necessary data is 
“available. These parts can then be used as major 
bones. ’ . ::. .. 

4. “Prioritize” the major categories in descendit@-order, begin- 
ning with the category that has the highest likelihood of 
producing a potential’root cause. For example: 

l-l B l-l A 

W EFFECT 

In the Fishbone with four major categories or bones (shown 
above), the prioritization order would be A,;C, .B; D. ‘There- 
fore, A is the major bone aligned most closely to the head of 
the fish,!follow.ed by C,B, and D. ” 

This prioritization is especially useful later when the Fish- 
bone is reviewed. If a reviewer can trace the logic flow in 
the construction of the Fishbone; then he or she can follow 
the team’s thinking and offer better diagnostic advice to the 
team. 
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5. Once the Fishbone is set up with major categories, begin 
with the major category the team has identified as most 
likely to produce the~actioriable root cause (the category 
aligned ‘most closely to the head of the fish) ‘and begin to ask 
“why?; ! 
- Why does this occur? 
- Why does this condition exist? ., .., 
Be sure-to, walk through the togic of: your diagram in both 
directions, as shown’betow OhIs al Ii caused b&this a2, 
which is caused by thls a3). Then, in reverse, a3 caused 
a2, iiAil~ti”k~used 91. Often illogic wilj‘not surface until the 
second~direction is tried. This completes: one logic chain. 

! .’ ,“, 

Now revisit each sub-bone for additjonal’causes; specifjcally, 
move back to a2 and ask again, ‘Why does a2 occur?” 
Next, ask again “Why does al occur?” and continue this 
process of asking “why?” back to the major bone (Process 
Step I),; (See example of this process on pages 7 - 8.) . . 

6. Complete the entire Fishbone before moving toStep 7. $’ 

7. Identify the likely, actionable root cause(s) and circle (or 
cloud) the last element in the chain. 

8. Verify;with data, the most-likely root cause. Teams should 
collect d,ata to verify that these are indeed the root causes of 
the “effect.” 
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8  , ^ , .  I  : .  

If a potential cause seems to have many, ,@xnplicated 
sub&i&es; break i,nto a separat.e diagram. ” ,. -J ~ I 
Here is an example of a Fishbone constructed by ‘a QI 
functional team: .t ’ ,:: ,; ‘“) 

., . . . .“: , s pi, .‘. 2. : ,:;_ 
Flshbone’k Lat& ,DCliverks i : ,I “: :. _. _I,, ‘i, ‘, 

r ,-.,I, .’ Late n Deliwries 
In the above example, begin the questioning: “Why do 
drivers cause late deliveries?” Proceed on this logic 
chain until it is no longer actionable or logical. After the 
chain is exhausted, retrace the logic from cause to effect. If 
the logic pattern is valid from both effect to cause and cause 
to effect, leave it on the Fishbone. If it is not logical, rework 
or remove it. 

.” (  
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After completjng one logic chain, move up to,the next tevel 
and ask %hy?“.agakr:.~ln the above’example, the team had 
to stop at “Ship orders nckr&eived” because’@&& out of 
their control. The nextarea for consideration should be - Is 
there another cause for “shipping lead time inadequate” 3 
about which the team could ask “why?” If there is, continue 
asking “why?” If there‘is:not;bgoup to the.next level. Con- 

\ tinue to work the Fishbone in this process until all major 
categoriesare,Gquestioned. I “-I ” : 

“..‘L : ..‘; 

After completing the Fishbone, the team assesses which -’ 
areas might be viorth further examination as’ potential root 
cause(s). Once the&‘ar&s (usually two or, three) are 
identifiedi data is collecte:d to verify that the area(s) investi- 
gated are, in.fact, the root-cause(s) of the “effect.” 

/. 
j .P’ 
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: Chysing Countermeasyes (Solutions) 
,1 

., / :f :i,: ;. 
l Sometimes those who ‘have”been involved in Quatity Imr, ._, 

provement talk as though the solution “falls out automati- 
tally”-at the end ofthe process, There are occasions on 
yhich only one .soiUtic@i possib)? .#uild or’not build, buy or 
not to buy),’ hutthese are rare. : ,, : -3 

l Ordinarily. as .much care should’ be taken ir@h,oosing a 
solution, or counterme&ure$. as at any other stage.-of the 

^ ‘. .process. The team should work from:its data*base,should 
research options, sh$uld be ,as’creative as the issue will ‘.’ 
allow, and certainly should be as diligent in the pursuit of not 
just an adequate answer but the “right” answer. ,: 

. ,..* Some possible solutions,, or countermeasures, wirl ,be 
* obvious, but bralnst&nilirgj lntefil@vl~ng~~and~manage- 

. tient suggestion are ,all-good sources. Once the most 
likely have been chosen,,theyshould .be ,inv&tjg~t$r ‘@hit’ 
will they involve, how many people, ‘manhours, money, time, 
etc.2 ,. . . : ,, I-c .“, , ‘; ’ .., ‘; ,>::,. ; :,,. 3 .i.;.,,. ‘I .. . 

l l A p&ci&l.,tool; at &&&t$ is the &&te&a$~{& ‘, . . : 
,Mgtrlx: , After the teamhas selected the-&probnate 

‘. 
.;’ 

countermeasures, it: witI, devefop’an ;Actl@‘h Wari’to 
implement these count,ermeas,ures. : The term 
“countermeasure” is appropriate; because at this point, we 
are not sure that the action to-be taken is really a so’lution. 
Only after the r,esults are obtained and tracked over time, 
can we be sure of a “solution.” ‘. * 

I 

”  I 
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The Countermeasures Matrix is similar to the Theme Selection 
Matrix discussed in Unit 1. This Matrix guides the team in 
veriiing root cause(s), identifying alternative .countermeasures, 
and determining the effectiveness and,feasibility* of their 
countermeasures. Other prioriti+ion matrices-may be y?ed to . 
evaluate countermeasures, but the example is one P$ich can be 
easily used by most teams. ‘.%“- 

* 
How is the Countermeasures Maklx Constructed? 

: ‘. . :’ ,,. ‘. 1 : 
1. After verifying the significant root causes, the.first two -, 

columns of the matrix may be filled in. 

2. Next, the team identifies alternative countermeasures which 
address each of the root causes. .’ . 

3. In the “practical methods” box, a specific task(sj4s listed to 
accomplish the countermeasure. 

4. The team then rates each of the countermeasures numeri- 
.’ tally ‘by effectiveness; and feasibility. The higher ‘ratings go 

to thosecountermeasures which are more effective and 
more feasible. 

5; The ratings are then multiplied and,the countermeasures 
ran,ked-for implementation according to their overall rating. 

& To d,ete.rmine how many ofthe countermeasures should be 
implemented, the team will need to consider its resources 
and its target. for improve:ment,. .Suffi~ient, countermeasures 
.need to be implemented to achieve the target. 

7. The team will indicate if the countermeasure will be imple- 
mented by writing either “yes? or “no” ii-r the action column. 

When is the Countermeasures Matrix Used? ‘L 

The Countermeasures Matrix is used&G the team has 
identified those countermeasures which address thesignificant 
root cause(s). 

* Effectiveness and Feasibility may% broken down into several 
components if the team feels they need it. Feasibility may be broken 
down into cost and time. : 
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What Is Force Field Analysis? 

1, Force.Field Analysis is a,technique for pinpointing and 
analyzing elementswhich resist change (forces against) or 
push for change (forces for). 

..’ 
2. This technique helps a team to’meet its objectives by 

planning to overcome the forces against and to make, the 
maximum use of the available forces for.’ 

.’ ,. ‘~ ,’ 
3. Consider the following categories when doing the Force 

Field Analysis: 
I  ) ,  , ,  

- People 
- Environmeht ‘.’ ,a 

- Hardware or Equipment ’ .,a’ 
- Do+ ,, / 

‘.I s._.., 

COUNTERMEASURE 

Why I$ ,Force Field ‘kwlysls Useful? 

Force Field Analysis helps teams to carefully analyze a situation 
when they are planning for change. Once the,forces for and 
against change are’ identified, the team can make plans to use 
the available supporting forces and/or to overcome the existing 
forces against change which can prevent implementation of a 
solution. 
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How Is, Force Field Analysis Done? 
: 

1; Identify the countermeasure;task;, change, or concern, >,, I. 
2. Identii (through brainstorming) possible forces against; put 

them in a list. 
_I’ 

II . . : 3* ‘ide&$ hkily fb~;;es & (egair;?ii thbtirl ’ , ,_ . : 
-3 

4. Rank all listed items as high, medium, or low. . .I - 
5. Match forces, for which balance or overcome forces against. 

6. List matching forces against. and forces for on a chart. ,,>i 
7. List non-matching forces against and forces,fo[. and 

brainstorm any offsetting factors. 

(Note: it is not necessary to come up with’a’supporting 
.: force for every forc,e aga@,t$:~J . . ;.‘. C + 1 

8. Identify items’needing team actionusing your rankings (high, 
medium, low). .,. .: 

g,. De\ielbp an Adion Plana ... ’ ’ - 
.I,^ ,... ‘1:. 

When is,.Force Field Analysis Used?., .,“‘, s.;i “.,.“‘, ‘-” : ; 

&&earn has identifiedthe most ,appropriate counter; 
measures, it can use Force, Field analysis to assist-in planning 
the trial implementation. The%& Field Analysisshould be-a 
part of the team’s Action,,Plan., ,, ” 

: ’ 
,,sr 
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What is an Action Plan? , 

1. The team’q Action Plan is a technique that catalogs all the’ 
things that must be dorie to ensure a smooth and objective 

* trial of the solution oi improvement. 

2. Although the Action.Plan ~JI~Y have diierent formats, it 
should answer 
. Who : : ‘,:. 

a’ ” What 
(/. ,.. 

; l :. .When ,’ ‘> ::;. 

l where ’ : ,. ,,’ 
l How ,., 
The Action Plan should aIs6 cot%id& the Forces (for and 
against) necessaly.for success. An sxample of anAction 
Pian is shown ‘below: .-: 

0 1991, QUALTEC, INC. 
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UNIT 6 15 

Why Is an Actlon Plan Useful? 

It allows us to explain our ideas to management and peers, and 
to ensure an’organized, objective implementation of the selected 
countermeasures. 

How Is an Action Plan Done? 

! Analyze the proposed :improvement or solution and,then 
‘break it down into steps. 

l Considerthe hardware and numbers.of people involved at “. 
each step. ’ 

Y Brainstorm, if necessary, for other items of possible 
significance. ‘:_ 

l Add to the list until the team feels it is complete. 

When Is an Actlon Plan Used? ’ 
I 1. 

We develop an Action Plan as part of the Countermeasures 
step. The plan will be one of the items that helps the team 
obtain cooperation and approvals, and effectively implement its 
countermeasures. 

(D 1991, QUALlEC, INC. Ql?4 l/Wbl Reprinted with pennission~ the U.S. General Accounting office 



UNIT 7 .l 2 

Overview 

/, ._ .‘. ‘, ,: .,. 
Unit 7 introduces the remaining QC tools. These includb 
Graphs, Histograms, Scatter Diagrams, and Control Charts. 

‘_ ,’ ‘.,- i ,: ,. 

, . ,  . “ !  Learning Objecthikr ’ .‘. 

Upon completion of Unit 7, you will be ableto 

1. Recognize the appropriate Graphs, l$stogramsv Scatter 
Diagrams, and Control Charts with respect to the QI Story. 

2. Recognize that Graphs, Histograms, Scatter Diagrams, and 
Control Charts, along WithChecksheets, Pareto Charts, and 
lshikawa Diagrams are methods to display, analyze, and 

3. Identify additional GAO sources of help with the tools. 

0 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTM l/15/91 Reprinted with permission for the US. General Accounting ofliw 



UNIT 7 ‘:_ 
3’, i :, 

Aside from the information in this section, what assistance is 
available to GAO team members? ., ,. “, . . J 

As GAO staff, you ,have several options for additional help with 
QC tools. You can : I, $:/ .’ 

_, j.,,, .‘ > s,,, :, :; 1 I ‘, , ‘., 
l Consult your unit’s publications consultant, 

. enroll in inTl% course, ,Graphics: What’s Your Point? 
@RAF),-;,,.” I 1.1 ., 

. use Instant Chart on your PC: : 6 ,,+ 
. ;  

‘. The CMGoffers two ,?dd~/olial-resources:‘,’ ‘- 
,I’ ,: / /’ 

.  .  
3 a list of thenames of staff who have developed expertise 

in using one or more-of the QC tools, and, 
:... / :i. 

l copies of the software package, SOS .., ,~ 

Call QMG for more information. 

, 
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UNIT,-7 

I  , ,  .,:‘,’ 

What are Graphs.? 

Graphs are visual displays of &antiative ‘data. They lay out, 
describe, or summarize a set of numbers or statistics.+ 

,!.I, I ‘. I. 
Graphs come in many different forms; some ,of the major ones 
are shown.in .detail.inth?~~~llowing ~,a&. $ generat, good 
graphs have these elements in common: . ,j ! . .,, :.. : , 

l A title describes what is portrayed in the, graph. I ~ .;,. 
‘r l The vertical, or Y, axis represents FFt~QtkNCY -‘hoi 

many.tim&something~has happened, percentage of, 
something, number of dollars, ‘etc. ’ ‘-..’ ,‘. 

Chart Form colkktbil 

l The horizontal, or X, axis represents distribution or division 
of the data - how often something happens (days, weeks, 
months), how many.times things happened within’a 

Ip. 

particular measure (how many data points be!een 7.34 and 
7.45), etc. Both the X and Y axes should be clearly labeled. _I 

, I 

l The scale used in a graph can be adjusted to show the 
situation, expanded to emphasize variables, compressed to 
show control. All graphs should have an indication of the 
total number of data points represented, as indicated by 
n- -’ 

, ,  
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UNIT 7 ,5=. 
,. ., 

l If appropriate the-average of the data points in a sample is ,. L 
indicated by z =A. 

l If there is a,“good” direction, it should be indicated with an 
arrow. ‘. ^ ., 

- wh&the data,was gathered. ” 
:, ‘. 

. 
- , where,fi,was gathered, 
_ by ivhdii, iy,&s.:g&&ed, ;; I,., ‘. . : ’ 

whether it is ra$v data, a~percehtage; &rages. 

:‘, 

- 
- how the data was calculated (a formtiiaj 

w  
: ”  :  , ,  

: ,  I , .  
:  

.  .  ‘_ .  .  

Because they &ally display complex data, graphs aid us ,in 
understanding and interpreting’data,‘andtn speaking..kth facts. 

When toUseGraphs . 

The following shoks some of the types of graphs that are.used 
throughout the QI Process and whenthey are most often used. 

I )  

Mo8tOftenU#dInQIStotyStep 

R& ‘iumnt Analye& Reeults 

anph 
,cp”i standdlze 

ImL 72 . Mun 
menl PIfIlE 

une. Bar, Pk Q&l66 x’. ‘X .., ,/ X. 

ParetoChart x’:x ,.’ .x 

cauwandafd 

=I(-- 
X 

HiStogfWll X x ‘,X 

Soatbr Diagram x .j ,x 

comrolck X X‘ .& 

-.a 

‘, 

: : 
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UNIT 7 ‘6 

What is a Pie Chart? 

A Pie Chart is a graphic representatibn which compares relative 
magnitudes or frequen&. 

Productlon Delays by Type 

Why is a Pie Chart Used? 

It is used to show the percentage an item contributes to the 
whole. 

How Is a Pie Chart Constructed? 

Divide a circle (pie) by several radii so that each wedge, for its 
respective item, represents the desired proportion of the whole. 

I 
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UNIT 7 7 

To calculate the size of the wedge, divide the value of the item 
by the total value of all items, then multiply: 

l by 100 to get percentage. 

315 
- = .2~x10~=20.4% 
1542 J’:. (rtiwork; above) ‘. j 

l by 360 to get degrees ‘I 

315 
- = .204x 360 =.74O 
1542 

A protractor should be used to pi& the degrekaccurately. 

, ,  , .  ;‘, 

:  , .  
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UNIT 7 ., * ,,.. 
._” ,.. . 
T 8 

‘xG&r-‘, ., 
WhatisaLine&pli? . 1;;. ,, 

x 
r. ‘. . . ,” 

This graph is another way to visua&disptay data for purposes of 
comparison. Specific &a points are, entered, by ,number and 
then connected by a line. a:. “.’ ” 

: 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June 

A = 51 delays 

B = 58 delays 

Month n-242.1 

Why is a Line Graph Useful? 

A line graph sketches an outline of a data pattern. It is easy to 
construct. Analysis of the shape of line graph provides 
information on which areas need future investigation. 

How is a Line Graph Constructed?’ 

1. The center of each class interval is labeled on the horizontal 
axis. 

‘2. A trend line displays some variable over a period of time. In 
the example above, the display is not of frequencies of 
occurrence, but of variable values (vertical axis) over time 
(horizontal axis), 

: --- ,. . “.V I 

/ 
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., 

When using line graphs in your QI Story, follow these rules: 
‘. 

a. If ,using several lines, the solid black line is of greatest 
emphasis. It should be your own u+ or actual data. 
Dotted lines are used for projeqtlons only. ” 

b. If jhi line graph tr&k& data &etti&$ Tnsure that the 
‘most r&&d& 6AioicJri. ’ :, , :. (i ,,:,t 

c. If the degree of confcqnancq ts,.above 80, percent, then 
track the deg& cif non&nfMrriance. : 

.I 
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UNIT 7 . . 
-, 

-  
,, ,. . . ,o 

, .  .  .  

WhatisaBarChart? ,,,- ,,: “I ,. :w... _I., i_,- li. ._ ... ,_” ‘( .’ 

A bar chart is :agraphic representation which compares j .I ‘+ ’ 
quantities~bji’ means‘of rectangles (bars) of’unlform’:widthS but’of i, 
lengths ~~ro~o&onal to the m$nb$r being represented. ., ! ., j ‘.A ’ :: i . ’ ‘1 ,‘,:I ! 

:.,,7 .(, ,. 9.5 ;,,-.;: c,;‘lt.,i ‘,71. 
.?x”” ‘ ‘!.. &+uction .Q&&:.,; ._ ; : I::’ : ” :, 

.(j. 
: 

! 

.‘.. 
”  , 

/ 

M 1 W~?I F L.‘, 

mY TM.748 

Why is a Bar Chart Used? I 

A bar chart presents a visual representation of data, thus making 
it easier to compare. 

How Is a Bar Chart Constructed? 

On the horizontal (X) axis, show the items or things being 
compared through vertical bars of uniform width. On the vertical 
(Y) axis, show the quantities (frequencies of events in different 
locations, costs of different types of breakdowns, etc.) through 
the height of the bars. For a horizontal bar chart, reverse the 
labeling of the axes. 
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, . . ,., _ .I 

Comparison of the AdvaMUges of the Pie,%Line, and Bar 
Chart 

Pie Chart Llne Qraph Bar Cba,tt 

This chart is useful, .: Lines make’trends 
@r more than on’e 

‘Bars q+kt$lt eas-,- 
and d@yariaT ., iqr p reqm&. , :., _ 

level of stratific#ion: 
all,on one grabh, 

this oyf ppf’, , , 
’ Ciis~ to track. Lilkl 

.‘! qall q&nces . . . L.. ,fi quantitibs;.~r, :; ?.,: /, 

equivalent to graphs are an 
excellew t&l for. ” 

frequencies and 
several bar charts. 
This chart shows 

.’ to Compare one 
highlighting. 

relative proportion 
categorywith : 

changeandcanbe &$&ne’r* 

of each category 
to the whole. 

used &jack mqre 
than ppe;$et of’data 
at *byi.$y : ” .: 

TM-7.10.1 

,,$, .I 
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12 

What is a Histogram? . . 

I, A histogram (also called a frequency distribution) is a visual 
representation. of the spread or distribution of data (for 
example, the height; in inches, of. 36 employees). : : 
Information in a Histogram is represented. by a series of 
rectangles or “bars” that are proportional in height to the 
frequency ,(Yaxis) ofthe’data groups or class sizes(X’axis). 

2. Since the class sizes or da&groups are ‘equal in’sie, the 
rectangles are of. equal width. Therefore, the heights,of 
these “bars” indicate.the relative number of data points in 
each class. ,’ : I ,,, ,, : 

3. The numberof, occurrences (frequency) is plotted’on the Y 
axis andthe data groups, or classes, are plotted onttie X 
axis. To evaluate a histogram, we need to know,the central _ 
tendency of the data, which shows how well the histogram is 
centered. 

Checkeheet of Helghte of Our &iployeee for Histogram 

hIplOp 
OY$l 0 

‘EmployI rr@m mph-@ 
g, 

Iv 64’ OH 69 Do 66 
BH 63 JH ,; 71 MS ‘72 
IW 66 BK 73 ,KH 76 
BB 73 cz 62 To 76 
CT 60 Bs 70 cs 69 
MM 67 GL 65 Js 70 

GB 66 BB 72 LO 72 
MF 70 DF 63 JD m 
JR 65 RK 73 JF 7s 
DR 61 BD 1 74 BH 72 
MS 66, Ial 70 KP 66 
MC 76 CR : 66’ JB 69 

- -- - 
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4. The three measures of central tendency are: 

l Mean (average) -the sum of all the measured, or 
counted, data divided by the total number of data points; 
for example, all the data points added together equal 
2,462 divided by 36 = 66.44 inches. ,; ., 

l Mode - the value repeated most ofteninthe raw’data. 
In this exampleJt is 7O’inches; If ‘the’data is presented 
as grouped frequency like a histogram, we talk about 
modal c/ass instead of the, mode; Modal class is the. 
classinterval with the high&frequency. In this 1, 
example, the modat classis 66.5 - 71.5 

l Median -the middle of all the measured or counted 
data points (if,an even number of’data-points, the 
median will be a fraction); for example, in our data of 36 
measurements, the median value is the average,of the 
middle values (69 + 70 = 139 divided by 2 = 69.5 
inches). ( 

10 
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UNIT 7 ,,. 

Why is a Histogra’in U&efU@ 

1. It is not always easy to review a page of measured data and 
be able to recognize patterns or analyze what the data is 
trying totelfus.. A histogram can.provide information on the 
degreeof variation of.the data aswelLas indicate,what 
distrjbution pattern we, are .working with. I Drawing:a,curve 
around the heights of the bars of a histogram gives you the 
general shape. 

2. Dispersion of the data can produce a wide variety of histo- 
gram shapes depending on the process or subject on which 
you have collected .data. Some of the more common shapes 
are shown on the following page. 

.,.’ 
a. Normal Type (bainple A) 

Normal (or “symmetric”) type is themost commonly ! 
,,occurring histogram that we wjfl use. Most $ues,fall-: 
toward the center ,of the distribution (centml%ndency) 
with the variatioh balanced on both sides.of the center 
(hence, giving a “bell-shaped” curve). As we begin 
applying other QC tools, such as Control Charts, we will 
focus on using normal distributions. The mode, median, 
and mean .are the same. : 

b. Ptecip+d;Type (Example B) ,:, 

Most of the values appear on the extreme left in 
Example B. This’tyrje of djstribution could occur where 
there is a natural barrier or in cases &here the data has 
-been sorted (products which do notmeet a ,particular 
specification limit are removed from the data set; or the 
failure rate of components). 

c. Skewed Type (Example C) 

A skewed type has a long tail on one side. There is 
more variation on one side than on the other, indicating 

Q 1991. OUALTEC, INC. OTM l/15/91 Reprinted with permission for the U.S. General Aceountiyl Ofke 
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a shift of some variable during the process. 

d., Bi-Mq~al Type (Example D) ,, ,,’ C’” ,, ~/ 

Iri a bi-modal (or Win-peaked) ‘type; two peaks (two 
modes) appear. This,usually .oc&tiis when two different 
data gioli@&mixed@i!population of.Very ‘shoti,.pGople 
is,.added:to’a p;opul~~.t’iiin’,of’.e~r~inely tall pecipl6); ,‘ln 

1. ., .:, +ff&f;‘we have hd hist(jg(ams”lj&&d tbg&heri- ,, 
,: ,” 

Center Center 

:- e ,. 
,b. , ! :; , __ 
t. .,:. .j 

:,: ,, i ‘ 

rIlllli.’ ‘1 

: \ 

,L.‘. 
., : 

,. :: 

., ‘!. ,’ , 

‘center “.. 
I. I. Center 

Example C: Bkbwed Exafhple D: Bi-Mddal 
:,.” i : ,!. lL.ZUS.l 
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How is a Hlstoqam: Constfirctti? I :” _. ; 
I ,  ,  , I  j, , .  

~ , , ,  

8&e: ’ ‘. ‘EQlJAnON @Ahi%;: 

ptatl with an,unorganized set Of . ‘.. ~‘64,B3,.66,7& 60,6j, 
Y least 30 data points. it 66, 70;~#6,~~1;:63, 766; 

'69, Zl, 73q 6230.66, 
7266,7q?4,70*66, 

',,.,. ".', :66,72,76,76,69,70, 
,.,,._x ".. ,. 1 . ."' : 72; 70;?6;-f3,66,369 

Ana"riie ihe hb~~~rs in asciiird- 
*, . . . .-_ 

~ 

ing or dvnd$ or@. 
%0,6~~@2,@$3~64j' 

;’ ,i66; $6; 63,~$&%6”lJ6 
.A’ .67,6&68~es; *, tii 

* i. ‘.‘, ,., I ~;70,70,7Ooi ~0,.7O~ll, 
.,. ,.., 72,72,:72;73;73; 73, 

:73,74,76,76$76;~76 : 

Each number-i& data point. 1 N 
Cqunt the number. of d&a points. . . N,~36 

Thepnge(R).ofthesetisths “. 2 :’ ‘j 
SmpIeSt. (minimum) dat+.point R.-MAX-MM 
subtracted from the larpst’ :, 

,5. =76+ :“: 

(maiiimdmi”daia.@jpL ,: ) _ :,,. 
-,yl!!, ,’ *,‘. 

1 ., ‘ I “*, *:;_ ; . . 

The class (K) is used to calculate 
the number Of bak &SS 4xjUaki K =m’ ” 

Ks.TM: 

the square root of N. Rule of 
thumb 6-12. ,-, , ,“’ K=e, ; ‘i ..’ 2 

(y .,. 
IBe clad& width (H) is ked ‘io 
zaalculate the width of the bars. 
t is calculated by dividing the 
ange by the class. 

r0 begin constructing the 

Hrcl& .’ 
Hr26 
(Round-up H) = 3 

Wogram, establish the starting MytireMynt 
mint for the first class. This is 
Maculated by subtracting from 

kt.=& 
60-l/2=69.6 

he minimum data point the 
neasurement unit died by 2. 
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17 

,- 
. L, ._. 

I STEP 

59+H 

I: 

,& + 3. : 

‘I 
class width is 

59.5 - 52.5 I 

, .  . :  I .  , .  w7.10 

To construct a graph, draw horizon?al a Ad vertical ,a~&. The 
horizont$(%axis) shows classintervals; the vetiicil ~(Y-axk)’ 
shows frequkies. Draw a bar to Irepreseiii the frkquefity $f 
d&a in each class. The bars should be tcyCl$g. ‘J ,.’ ’ : .., 

When Is aSHistogram- Used? ^ 1 

A histogram is especially useful in the Current Sktion&ep of 
the QI Story. when we want an accurate picture of the dispersiqn 
or spread of the.data. >,, 
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What Is a Scatter Diagram? 
A Scatter Diagram is‘s visual tool for showing the relationship 
between two’variables (for example, speed and gas 
consumption, or hours worked and production output). 

I 1 
n-31 

$’ 
a 
d 
$, 

51 : 

i, -  

ii 

II 

. 
l ”  . . 

. 
\ 

. 1  ; =‘: 

. 

l!zl 

. 

0. ’ 

. 

1 

*, 

I V 1 
1 5 

A 
10 

n-vs 
Inhalad Smoke (cc) 

Why Is a Scatter Diagram Useful? *’ 
It shows clearly if there is a relationship, or correlation, between 
the two variables: 

l Positive correlation - as’X increases, so.does Y. 

l Negative correlation - as X increases, Y decreases. 
t. 

l No correlation - one quantity has no particular relation to 
the other. 
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20 
E 
P ld 
8 c 
h a 

1 

-0 ..-- 

I l . 
. l *. . . .e.** I .’ . . . ,m 

@!+-+--. 
. . .I’ 

‘2 . 
.I>. I . 

I I , x 
5 10 

Air Rlterlng (cc) 

How is a Scatter Diagram Consthed? 

1, Collect at least 30 sets if paired data. 

2. Find the Iowes? and highest values for X and Y. Determine 
the scales of the axes so that they are more’or less equal in 
length, but try to have no more than 10 gradations. (Rule of 
thumb: between 3 and 10 gradations). 
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3. Arrange the, axes so that the suspected. driving factor 
(independent variable) is on the X axis and the one 
influenced by it (dependent variable) .is on the Y. axis.. In 
example 1, showjng the relationship between inhaled smoke 
and reduced king c,apacity, “!nhaled’Smoke” Gould go on the 
X axis and “Reduced Lung Capac:ky” on the Y’ax$since i 
inlialtng’ smoke causes the eflect of red$ing lung ca$acky.’ 

In example 2, the incidence..of airtoxins~ is.decre&ed,as the ’ 
amount of air fitter&g increases. Air filtering causes a 
reduction: in the am,ou$of toxins, so, it goes on’th*X a&. _.. I I 
Example 3 illustrates how the s&of aT.V. ,$cture tube (X’ 
axis) may cause change>in the life of a, T.V. ,picture tube (Y 
axis). The diagram shows no correlation.-,,, 

4. ‘blot the data on the chart point by point: be’sure to make ‘the 
chart complete with the titles, dates, places, .etc. ‘, 

5. A correlation ‘analysis of the data can .bemade. The’ “*’ 
correlation measure or coefficient is called !‘r”; “r” can have 
values from 21 .O to ‘+ 1 .O. The closer 9” is to +l .O, the : 
strongerthe,positive correlation. The formula and guidance., 
to calculate this correlation can be obtained from a statistical 
specialist. 

When is It Used? 

The scatter diagram is probably most useful in the Andy& step 
for further examination of the elements isolated in cause and 
effect analysis; for example, it may verii a cause identified by 
the lshikawa (Fishbone) Diagram. Care needs to be taken in 
plotting a scatter diagram to assure that a valid relationship is 
showing. 
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UNIT 7 21,‘ 

Control Chkts: An lntraduction 
. .I 

What are ControlCharts? I_ ‘-. 

@&III Char& are Line Graphs, ~fieiiif&lly, u&d tQ track the 
trend or performance of an’ongoing process; :‘%I$ ‘is”! 
accomp@hed by observing how&e vatfabiiky within’the~ process 
causes the trend line to fluctuate within a pair of statistically 
calculated- limits.. ‘Control Charts’illustrati~ process variability; 

All natural processes are subject to .&rtatdn. ‘&en ‘identical 
twins are often slightly d’&fererit in height, weight, and looks. But 
how:much variation isacceptable and what .kinds of ‘varjatioh are 
controllable and;,therefore, improvable?. :; 

When the f&x&rations within’& $rocess occur&i a non-random 
pattern or. go outside a control limit,- the process is statistically 
out of control.’ If actionts not taken, the processstability’is * 
uncertain. ,Thls Indicates opportunlt@s for lmpiweme@., I. 
Control limits are statistically derived from samples of actable 
process: They are not to be confused wih specification limits, 
which are!determined by the Customer’s Valid Requirements. 

,,‘! j, d’ .I, 
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Control Charts can be classified i,nto two mah applic&n’qoips 
dq?ndipg 0”: the type of data gen!r$ed from tfre ,pro$ess. 
Bd@v is q chap’suminaiizing tt$ fipes of Control Charts that 
will be dkcus+ed. qt~ the followjng pages. I ..’ (. : ; 

. ,  ‘. p Chart 
/ ,,‘Z. ,,. ,: :‘., 

. . 
TypeS‘df ‘. 

A ‘Charts for 
np Chart 

: .,’ . I,. ~Attribute .., 
Da& . ’ cChart ‘. 

;,. ,. ,. , , u Chart 
1’ . 

,; 
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Variables Control Charts 
a 1 .: 

l 57 (%l&ir)Tt Chart: ,,. 

i 

,, : 

l X,R, Chart: 

Q 1991, QIJALTEC, INC. QlM l/15/91 
~,. 

i j : ,: :.,,:: 

This is at$o-patt control chart used 
to monitor processes dith variables 

at each instance (or subgroup size) 
must be~at~teast-2 or at most 10. 

Average’time it takes to drive to work 
per day. Consider a work week of 5 
days as a subgroup. ’ .’ 

TheX chart tracks how the process 
average varies from one point to 
another.. In the’examble, this will be ,.\ 
how the average drive time varies 
from.weektoweek. The R (or 
Range) chart tracks the variation that 
occurs within each subgroup (the 
time difference between each daily 
drive to work). 

This two-part chart is used to monitor 
processes with variables data. It is 
similarto thex R chart, b’ut the 
number of items observed at each 
instance is equal to 1. In other 
words, the X,R, chart tracks how 

’ each process data point varies from 
another. 

Reprinted with permission for the U.S. General Accounting Oftice 
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I Attribute Control Charts ..’ 

I l p Chart:. This is only a one-part control chart 
used to chart the process-which 
generates attribute data. it is 

I 

I 

I 

applicable to problems which deal 
with the percenf&e.that do, not 
conform to specifications; 

Exampte: Percentage of jobs reworked per 
month.” ’ ‘. 

. np Chairt: This is a special type of p chart 
where the number of. nonconfor- , 
mantes is tracked from a fixed 
sample size at each observation 
point. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Example: Number of rejects found in .a lot 
inspection with equal sample size at 
each inspection. 

. d Cha& This chart tracks the number of 
nonconformances per unit. 

Example: Number of customers who pay bills ’ 
by the 5th of each month. . 

. u Chart: With the c chart, it js assumed that 
ttie probability of an occurrence (for 
example, an accident) is the same 
for each observation. But if we are 
considering the monthly number of 
outages per unit for a plant, the 
number of contributing units changes 
from month-to-month. As suchithe 
j%babilii of an occurrence is not 
the same each time. 

i 

I 
I 
I 

The control chart used in this 
instance, where the opportunity for 
an occurrence is not the same, is 
called the u chart, 

I 
I 
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Why are Control Charts Useful? 

ControlCharts are helpful tools to monitor the performance of an 
ongoing process in determining the following: 

1. If the process is in control; .or if action needs to be taken to 
keep the process in control; or if action needs to be taken to 
bring it back to control. 

2. If the process is meeting the Customer’s Valid Require- 
ments. 

3. If an opportunity for process or system improvement exists. 

4. .If any countermeasures have improved the process. 

What Do Control Charts Look Llke? 

In general, Control Charts are line graphs in which the process is 
shown as a trend line drawn on a chart along with these three 
lines: 

1. A mean, or central line, represents the average value of the 
process. 

2. An upper control limit (UCL) drawn at a calculated distance 
above the central, line which represents the maximum 
variation that could be expected if only normal/common 
causes of variation are present. 

3. A lower control limit (LC,L) drawn at a calculated distance 
below the central line which represents the minimum 
variation which could be expected if only normal/common 
causes of variation are present. 

(D 1991, QUALTEC. INC. QTh4 l/15/91 Reprinted with permission for the U.S. Gertaral Accounting Office 
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Below is an example of what a control chart may look like: 

i------- L& 

XAXIS w 
The X axis tracks time or SequentiaLorder,. and the Y axis charts 
the factor being studied. The average of the process is indicated 
and control limits are added above and below the average. 

e, 1991, QUALTEC, INC. QTM l/15/91 Reprinted with permission for the US. General Aammting office 
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. 

How Do We Interpret Control Charts ? 

Q 1991, QUALTEC, INC. QTM i/15/91 Reprinted with permission for the U.S. General Accounting Office 

Point outside of the IlmR: 
Conlml ilmils am calculated to 
nmesure me nalUral varbbilily of a 
procsss. Any pold on or oulslds the 
llmitiswnsidemdsbnormaland 
requires InvesUgaUon. 

RUIE , 
.AVm o;ken &nts on one he ol 
the cerjter Urn Is conslbemd abnoti 
Also Wnsldemddobnormsl: 100bt0f 11, 
120t14,or1Sof20polntsonomslde 
of me center line. 

Approaching the center line 
(hugging): 
When mosl points lb withln the canter line 
and 1.5 wgma (0) n IS ml a contmlled 
stats and usuplty means the mixing of data 
tmmdiflerqt populatbns. mr makes 
the contml limits toe wide and stratification 
of data is usually nemsswy. 

Cycling (pertodicity): 
Ary repeated up and down trend Is 
abnormal and requires lnvesligation. 

n427 



‘_ 
,. 

.̂  . . 

; ‘/. ,: 
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Glossary G-2 

Action Plan ,,_._ : 

A technique that catalogs everything that must be done to 
ensure a smooth and objective trial of a solution or 
improvement. 

Awareness 

Raising consciousness of the Quality Concepts. ;.;, 
Bar Chad 

A graphic representation which compares items in bars of 
uniform width wh0s.e length is proportionate to the quantity 
being represented. (Ref: Unit 7, page 9) 

Brainstbrming 

A technique designed to encourage creative thinking; used’ 
to generate ideas quickly. 

Checklist 

A list of items or steps. I 
3’ _ 

i: Checksheets ‘.’ : 

One of the seven QC tools. A form on which data is 
collected systematically and recorded in a uniform manner, 
e.g., a calendar. (Ref: Unit 4, page 9) 

Control Chart 

One of the seven QC tools, the Control Chart is a special 
type of trend line to track performance and indicate whether 
an ongoing process is within limits or control. (Ref: Unit 7, 
page 20) 

Countermeasures Matrix 

A matrix of factors to help show the relationship between 
effect, root causes, and countermeasures. It also helps the 
team to evaluate which countermeasures should be 
implemented. 

Q lSSi, QUALTEC, INC. QTh4 l/15/91 Reprinted with permission for the U.S. General Accounting Office 



Glossary . 

: 

I 

Cross-Functlonal Team _, ,., 
Brings together members from. more,than one functional 
group to work on improvement opportunities that cut cross 
functional lines. (Ref: Ur$k 2, page t4). :, 

Customer Next Process ,/ 

,_ Process used to identify ourxustomer.fs wants and reason- 
able expectations. A phrase which sums up the customer 
satisfaction orientation necessary to quality both for external 
and internal customers. (Ref: ‘.Uni,t 1, page 6)‘. ‘. I.. 

Data ‘;: * ,_’ ‘.; , - / .  ?. ‘, 

. , ) ,  . I .  /‘. :  

Any fa.& the team may: &able to gather; can be.in. ths form 
of numbers, words or.picttires.(Ref- Unit& page 12) . 

Data Gathering Tools I. .“. 

Techniques used to,collect useful data.’ ‘I L 
1 ; .r Cl .’ 

Estimating-Cqst of Problems 

Technique,used to determine the.dollar impact of problems. 

Facilitator ., 

I 

L 

A trained coadh, coordinator, promoter, communicator, and 
teacher of the QI Process. (Ref: Unit 2, page 11) 

Fishbone : . 
A diagram used to relate cause and effect to help determine 
possible root causes; sometimes called .Ishikawa diagram 
after its inventor. (Ref: Unit 6, page 3) 

Force Field Analysis 

Elements resisting change (forces against). Elements 
pushing for change (forces for). Force Field Analysis is 
sometimes referred to as “Barriers and Aids.” 

Functional Team 

Includes members from a single work reporting area. (Ref: 
Unit 2, page 14) 

1 
F 
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Histogram 

A visual display of the information presented in a frequency 
distribution;; a’series of rectangles-or bars proportionate in 
height to frequency of.a ‘particular class: ~Pectangles are of , . 
equal width. (Ref: ,Unit 7, page 11) 

lntetviewlng ., ,:1 ‘, 

,‘+ Technique ‘used to obtain useful probiem+elated data from 
others. ,.<‘,, :,: ,” ,, : ” ;, ..’ 

” ,... ;,$ $1’ ’ ‘. 8 ‘. 
.., I 

lshikawa (Fishbohe) Dlabtim’ ‘Y.” : 

A way to visually isolate an effect and to diagram possible 
related causes; can be used to identify the potential root 
causes. of problems. This ‘diagram was developed by’ Dr. 
Kaoru Ishikawa:.(Ref: Unit 6,:page’3) 

Management Presentation 

An opportunity for the tdam,to describe their use:of the QI 
process to their managers and to solicit management 
approval for implementation of the team’s~~solution. The CW 
Story (a storyboard concept) is. the standardmethod used to 
demonstrate use of the QI process. 

Multivoting 
Method of voting to help reduce a large number of items to a 
manageable few. 

P-D-C-A 
Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle of continuous improvements. (Ref: 
Unit?,page7)- ,‘. 

: 
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Pareto Analysis ‘, I . . . . 

A way of organizing data to show inrhat major factor(s) make 
up the subject being analyzed. It is a search for significance. ‘. 

Pareto Chart 
Type..of bar chart diagram to indicate what ‘major factors 
affect the subject being analyzed. (Ref: Unit 5, page. 3) 

,_I. ,‘. 
Problem / .. : i *_., 

An undesired condition; a deviation from valid requirements. ,.‘>_ ,. “.,,’ 
Problem-Solvlpg Process .i:.. .,/ ,, /, (, I.~ 

A systematic approach to problem-solving .which uses. seven 
specific steps. (Ref: Unit 3, page 3) 

Problem Statement ,. ,I 
Describes in specific terms:Ghat is &ong or an .undestrable 
situation. (Ref: Unit 5, page g) 

, .  ‘, 

QC 
.,. ,,, 

Quality Control, the use of t&hnical’toots to analyze data. :,. :: ,’ .- 
Quality In Dally Work 

Every employee’s improvement of normal operations ‘and F 
systematic problem prevention in daily work. (Ref: Un’it i, 
paw 3) t ’ 1 ,L 

QI ” ,, ‘. L’,. : ‘~_ ! 

Quality Improvement. 

Quality .’ 
Conformance to valid requirements, or conformance to 
customer’ needs. 

Quality Improvement Teams 
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Unit Quality Council, Cross-functional Team, Functionat 
Team: Task Team. (Ref: Unit 2, page 15) 

., 
Quality Indicatoi, 

Measurement of the degree and/or frequency of confor- 
mance.tqvalid requirements. (Ref: Unit 1, page 16). 

Reco&ltl6n~ 
Personal satisfaction and external praise. 

/ ’ ,r ’ ‘:,’ ‘, _, ;:.,.’ .- 
Root Cause 

The major stimulus behind the undesired condition. (Ref: 
S ‘UnitG,‘page3) ,; ” , 

1 ‘, 
Scatter Diagram ,’ 1 

A visual technique for investigating the possibility of a c&sal 
relationship between two variables. (Ret Unit 7, page ‘17) 

‘I 
Stratification 

The breaking down ,of data into smaller related sub- 
groupings. .’ 

,:” 

:. 
Sub-proplem ; 1.’ 8 

A co&ion thatrelates to a .problem. 
‘,.:, ‘, ., 

: 

Symptom 
A condition where evidence of a problem is manifested. 

TQM 
:  

,  

Total Quality Management, another term for Quality 
Improvement. 

Task Team 
Members from one or more functional areas formed to solve 
a specific problem. Members are assigned because of 
background and experience. (Ref: Unit 2, page 14) 
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Team Leader 
Guides the team through the problem-solving process. (Ref: 
Unit 2, page 10) 

Team Member 
Active participant on a team to solve problems and effect 
improvements. Shares experiences with other members. 
(Ret Unit 2, page 9) 

Tracking 
A process to observe or monitor the steps or phases of an 
action plan to determine if desired results are obtained. 

Theme Selectlon M&bc 
A technique which helps the team to select a theme on 
which to begin gathering data. The’matrix allows the team to 
rank its themes considering the impact on the customer and’ 
the need to improve. (Ref: Unit 4, page 7) 

Trial lmplementatlon 
A first implementation of a countermeasure to check for 
success. 

Unit Quality Council (Lead Team) 

Region/Unit Qualii Council (Lead Team) -team functions as 
a steering committee comprised of senior management. 
Issue Area Quality Council - performs same role,as Unit 
Quality Council but on issue are level. (Ref: Unit 2, page 14) 

Valid Requirements 
Specifications or standards which define the customer’s 
expectations of a product or service. (Ref: Unit 1, page 8) 

I 
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